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ABSTRACT  

Financial inclusion in agriculture sector is imperative to bring the marginalized and 

financially deprived segment of society under the ambit of formal finance. It is increasingly 

debated by the society in recent days. It is an established fact that without access to formal 

finance at reasonable cost, inclusive growth is not possible and agriculture sector provides 

livelihood and food security to the country. Financial inclusion and transformation in agricultural 

credit supply in India will act as a means to end the agricultural Indebtness and farmers suicide in 

the country. Agriculture at large should come under the ambit of formal finance. Another notable 

reform by government is Kisan Credit Card (KCC) which provides platform to the farmer’s to 

get credit for short term basis. In which simple renewal to be made by the farmer on yearly basis 

up to 5 years after which the bank will provide with lengthy maximum period for renewal. Thus, 

farmers can make use of KCC to meet their working capital requirements such as seeds, 

fertilizers, pesticides, equipments etc., this study helps in analyzing the number of farmers and 

farm workers making use of this KCC facility. The study also suggests few areas and means by 

which government can reach the marginalized and financially deprived segment of the society. It 

also suggests some measures to bring down the supply of informal finance which actually takes 

the life of the farmers. Thus, the study insists the need for formal finance/credit to the agrarian 

bulk, which is possible only through financial inclusion which supports and benefits the 

agriculture sector at large and cut down the rate of farmer’s suicides in India.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

As per 2011 census, around 60 % of the population in India depends on agriculture and nearly 

55% of the work forces are employed in agricultural sector. Productivity enhancement in the agriculture 

sector stimulates economic growth. It signifies that formal finance is indispensible for achieving higher 
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agricultural productivity. Hence, agriculture figures in the list of sectors included under the Priority Sector 

Lending (PSL) by commercial bank. Credit is provided in the form of loan that is used as working capital 

at the beginning of the growing season for purchase of inputs (seeds, fertilizers and pesticides), prepare 

land, to buy equipment’s as well harvest, processing, transporting and marketing of produce. Insurance 

should be provided to farmers to minimize the risk that occurs from weather fluctuation, diseases and 

crop failure. However, agriculture sector face many obstacles to become financially included. Thus, this 

study concentrate on the areas were formal financial inclusion is essential to make the agriculture sector a 

notable one which in turn provide way for inclusive growth for both economy and agrarian population. 

A recent financial inclusion insight survey, conducted by Inter-media, a global research 

consultancy, which interviewed 45,000 respondent across 22 states in India, of which 43% of those who 

work primarily in the agriculture sector do not have access to a bank account. The survey also marked 

that disparity between farmers and farm workers is large i.e., 36% of farmers and 55% of farm workers do 

not have a registered bank account. Thus, this situation stimulates that formal financial service is crucial 

for the development of marginalized and financially deprived segment of the society. Access to bank 

account by both farmers and farm labours helps in savings during the rest of the season when produce is 

not possible. Government has taken few measures and framed policies to increase the credit flow and to 

decrease the scenario of Indebtness. But still the situation remains pathetic in many states. The following 

are the policy initiatives taken by government to boost the credit flow and transformation is required to 

remove rural Indebtness: 

i. Farm credit package 

ii. Interest subvention to farmers 

iii. Extension of interest subvention scheme to post harvest loans 

iv.  Interest subvention in the event of natural calamity 

v. Collateral free loans 

vi. Kisan Credit Card Scheme (KCC) 

vii. A Joint Liability Group (JLG) 

1.1 Agricultural Credit - Introduction 

Agriculture plays a important role in the major development of the rural economy and in the 

national economy of developing countries like India. Rapid and sustainable agricultural development 

stimulates the process of economic growth. Agriculture development implies increased production and 

productivity of crops, generation of employment opportunities and thereby improved standard of living 

of the peasants. Moreover, the agricultural sector accelerates the overall economic development. The 

word credit is derived from the Latin word “Credire” which means to believe or to have a trust or have a 

faith or confidence. Credit is a means of obtaining resources at a certain period of time, with an obligation 

to repay it at subsequent period in accordance with the terms and conditions of the credit obtained” (RBI, 

1954).  

1.2 Essential for a Sound System af Agricultural Credit 

The famous agricultural economist Louis Tardy (1938) has laid the following criteria for good system of 

agricultural credit. 

 Credit should be granted for long period. 

 Credit should be allotted with reasonable rate of interest. 

 It should be adequately secured to avoid any abuse of credit facilities, and the security 

need not be material. 

 It should be having average yield and capacity of repayment of farms, especially during 

the period of depression. 

 It should be in the hands of banking professionals with adequate experience. 
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2.1 Objectives of the Study  

1. To examine the RBI and GOI role to strengthen financial inclusion in agriculture in India. 

2. To analyse the issue of Kissan Credit Card to Farmer by formal institutions. 

3. To study on the flow of credit to farmers by various agencies like commercial banks, co-operative 

banks and RRB’s 

2.2 Review of Past Studies 

This division contains the study on “The need For Financial Inclusion and Transformation in 

Agricultural Credit Supply in India”.  The past studies on agricultural credit have analyzed the loop holes 

in agricultural credit policies in India leads to distress in agrarian society. Hence forth a flurry of studies 

on agricultural credit reforms has emerged and reviews are highlighted in this session. 

Rakesh Mohan (2004) “Agriculture Credit in India: Status, Issues and Future Agenda”, the 

report highlights the role of green revolution that insists the greater use of inputs like fertilizers, seeds and 

other inputs and increased credit requirements. It is found in the study that antiquated legal framework 

and outdated tenancy laws have hampered the flow of credit and development of strong and efficient 

financial institution. The study ascertained the several gaps prevailing in effective credit delivery such as 

(i) inadequate provision of credits to small and marginal farmers (ii) scarcity of medium and long term 

lending (iii) limited deposit mobilization and (iv) heavy dependency on borrowed fund by major 

agricultural purveyors. Thus, there is need for future research to overcome the loopholes in effective 

credit delivery. What is now needed in agriculture is new mission mode in correspondent with 1970 green 

revolution.  

Rangarajan Committee Report (2008) “Report on Financial Inclusion”, the report highlights 

the need for the following (i) Development and Technology Fund (ii) Business Correspondent Model (iii) 

Procedural Changes (iv) Role of RRBs (v) SHG – Bank Linkage Scheme (vi) Extending SHG – Bank 

Linkage Scheme to Urban Areas (vii) Joint Liability Group (viii) Micro Finance Institutions (NBFCs) (ix) 

Revitalising the Cooperative System (x) Micro Insurance. The report highlights the following changes is 

required to bring the marginal and small farmers under the ambit of formal finance. Thus, the report 

suggests that the government at state level as well as central level should work hand in hand to achieve 

the following recommendations and suggestions made by the committee. It is noted that the poor 

sections of the society is not able to access to the formal finance due to lack of awareness, vague 

documentation, lengthy time and processing. Thus, the need for future study is to analysis the awareness 

level of farmers to the following programs formulated by government to meet the credit demand.  

Gowhar Bashir Ahangar, Ashaq Hussain and MohdUmmer. (2013) “Institutional Credit to 

Agriculture Sector in India” The study clearly depicts through various tables on direct and indirect loan 

supply by institutional agencies and the quantum of loan outstanding is high. As the quantum of loan 

supply increases the outstanding increases on other hand. In case of schedule commercial bank the 

quantum of loan supply is more when compared to co-operative bank, likewise the outstanding to 

schedule commercial bank is high and low outstanding in case of co-operative banks. The Compound 

Growth Rate increases with the supply of loan as well as outstanding.  CGR is used to determine the 

growth rate of loan supply and estimated that commercial bank CGR is high for loan supply and low for 

co-operative bank. 

Bandameedi Nagaraju. (2014) “Financial Inclusion and Need for Agricultural Development”, 

insisted that majority of agrarian population and rural segment of the society in India do not fall under 

the ambit of banking and financial services. For which Government of India and RBI are taking various 

initiatives to combat the situation. The target of RBI and GoI is to achieve 100% financial inclusion in 

agricultural sector and rural segment of the society. Initiatives taken by Indian government and RBI 

should be for future prospect and growth of rural segment of the society. Customer awareness on E-
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Banking and Mobile Banking should be provided through training and education programs especially to 

the agrarian and rural segment of the society. 

Somdeep Chatterjee. (2015), “Effects of Agriculture Credit Reforms on Farming Outcomes: 

Evidence from the Kissan Credit Card Program in India”, the study insisted on Kissan Credit Card usage 

by the farmers for supporting agricultural credit. The main reason is to relax farmers from non availability 

of credit. The study used geographic variation in the outreach of the program to find the impact of policy. 

It is established from the study that it lead to large scale increase in agricultural output. Paddy, the major 

crop of India affected due to poor production post-policy. The pre-policy was replaced by technological 

adoption by putting more area under cultivation by using High Yield Varity Seeds. The study found that 

many households are trapped in large loan and borrowings from bank irrespective of the availability of 

Kissan Credit Card. Thus, this study emphasis that KCC availability should be known to farmers and 

need for further study to establish the outcome and effect of using KCC.   

II. METHODOLOGY 

This study mainly focuses on the need for financial inclusion and transformation in agricultural 

credit supply in India. Thus, time series data on KCC and Institutional Credit provided by government of 

India is collected from the following secondary source.  

Secondary Data 

i) National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD), Annual Report. 

ii) Statistical Handbook, Department of Economics and Statistics, Government of Tamilnadu 

DATA RESEARCH & FINDINGS 

Institution Wise KCC Issued to Farmers 

 

Year 

KCC Cards issued (lakhs) % share in total no of cards issued 

Coop RRBs Comm Banks Total Coop RRBs Comm Banks 

1998 1.56 0.06 6.22 7.84 19.9 0.77 79.34 

1999 35.95 1.73 13.66 51.34 70.02 3.37 26.61 

2000 56.14 6.48 23.9 86.52 64.89 7.49 27.62 

2001 54.36 8.34 30.71 93.41 58.2 8.93 32.88 

2002 45.79 9.64 27 82.43 55.55 11.69 32.76 

2003 48.78 12.74 30.94 92.46 52.76 13.78 33.46 

2004 35.56 17.29 43.95 96.8 36.74 17.86 45.4 

2005 25.98 12.49 41.65 80.12 32.43 15.59 51.98 

2006 22.97 14.06 48.08 85.11 26.99 16.52 56.49 

2007 20.91 17.73 46.06 84.7 24.69 20.93 54.38 

2008 13.44 14.14 58.3 85.88 15.65 16.46 67.89 

2009 17.5 19.5 53.1 90.1 19.42 21.64 58.93 

2010 28.1 17.7 55.8 101.6 27.66 17.42 54.92 

2011 29.95 19.96 68.04 117.54 25.18 16.93 57.89 

2012 26.79 20.3 82.43 129.52 20.68 15.67 63.65 

2013 26.89 21.35 NA 
    

2014 17.32 24.96 NA 
    

Cumulative 507.99 238.47 717.52 1463.98 34.7 16.29 49.01 

Source: EPWRF (2014). Agric Credit in India: Trends, Regional Spreads & Database issues, 

NABARD Occasional Paper No 59 for data from 1998-99 to 2011-12. 

 Agency-wise total cards issued since inception suggests that about 49 per cent of cumulative 

KCCs have been issued by commercial banks, 35 per cent by cooperative banks and 16 percent 

by Regional Rural Banks.  

 Share of cooperative bank in total KCC issued has decreased from 70% in 1999-2000 to 20.7% 

during 2012-13  
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 Commercial bank has boosted up from 26.6% to 63.7% during the same period in 2012. 

 The top share of Commercial Banks is 49.01% as compared to RRBs 16.29% and Cooperative 

Banks 34.7%  

 The number of cards issued by cooperative bank is continuously decreasing, that of result 

farmer’s priority to keep the KCC with commercial banks is due to the advantages like 

availability of good quality fertilizers, pesticides, equipments, seed, etc. 

All India Agency Wise Ground Level Credit Flow (Rs. Crore) (2006 – 2012) : 

Agency 2006–07 2007–08 2008–09 2009–10 2010–11 2011–12 

Co-operative banks 42,480 48,258 45,966 63,497 78,007 86,185 

Regional rural banks 20,435 25,312 26,765 35,217 44,293 54,239 

Commercial banks 166,485 181,088 228,951 285,800 345,877 368,616 

Total 229,400 254,658 301,908 384,514 468,291 509,040 

Source: NABARD Annual Report 2006 - 2012 

 The credit supply by commercial bank to agriculture is highest when compared to co-operative 

and RRB’s. 

 Co-operative bank credit flow gradually increased to Rs.86,185 Cr in 2011-2012.  

 RRB’s Credit flow is less when compared to co-operative and commercial bank. Even though 

it shows a gradual increase from Rs.20,435 Cr in 2006 to 54,239 Cr in 2011. 

III. CONCLUSION 

 It is concluded from the study that there is a tremendous need for transformation in 

agricultural credit supply to farmers. Government has made many inclusions such as KCC scheme, Joint 

Liability Group, Collateral Free Loan etc, the major problem in the society is that awareness to be created 

to the farmers to make use of various programmes implemented by government. In this study it is found 

that Kissan Credit Card was highly disbursed by commercial banks. Thus, RRB’s and Co-operative banks 

should increase its operation and should minimize the formal processing procedures. The need for 

inclusion and transformation is still a debated one in agriculture sector irrespective of various 

interventions by government and financial institutions. 
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